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MANDER SPEAKS
The Decoration Day program
at Roy last Tuesday was attended by about 1,500 residents of
.the town and community.
The services were given under the direction of the Roy
Post of the American Legion

assisted by the Ladies' Auxiliary
and the whole program was very
iitting for the occasion.
At 9 o'clock the
men met at their hall and march
'
ed with their colors to an improvised auditorium which had been
arranged in the street in front
'of the Floersheim store and the
first part of the days program
was held at this place. A short
. ;address was made by the Commander of the Roy Post, Mr.
Homer Holmes, and which was
- followed by a prayer by the president of the Auxiliary, Mrs.
McMinimy., The next being the
.dedication of the beautiful colors which has been recently purchased by the Roy Post at a
cost of nearly $200. The dedication was made by the State
Commander, M. A. Otero of
ce

,

Santa Fe, and was followed by
an able address by this promi-ennt

officer who by the way is
the son of former Gov., Otero
In his forceful address State
Commander Otero told his hearers that everything had been
promised the boys when they
offered their lives for their
country and left their all and
started for that great trip across
ihe waters for Fance, but since
they had done the job they
started to do and a part of them
had returned home while others
sleep in sunny France it seems
that the public has forgotten all
their promises and instead it
seems not "How much they can
do, but how little they can do."
He also branded ás lies many reports that have been made
against the Legion and its members and showed , wherein that
the numerous reports were untruth. He thanked the people
of. Roy and vicinity for the interest they were taking in the
men and in seeing
.that the boys were all having
employment.
After this address came the
presentation of the "Certificate
of Merit" which was presented
to the people of Roy and vicinity
by the National Organization
for seeing that all the
men of the community have employment. Of all the Posts in
.New Mexico, the Roy Post was
the only one to win a Certificate
of .Merit. The certificate was
presented by Commander Otero
and the acceptance address was
made by Mayor M. D. Gibbs,
who in a few well chosen words
told the Legion boys that Roy
and vicinity was doing her best
to carry out the promises made
when they started "Over There"
and the community intended to
try and continue to make these
promises good.
Hoy is indeed proud of the
Certificate of Merit and the Village Board will have it framed
and placed over the desk of their
secretary.
After the 'presentation address and acceptance speech the
.audience sang America and then
the boys marched to the cemetery where the closing ceremonies were held. The services
at the cemetery were held at the
grave of Private Elmer Cole
who was killed in France just a
few days before the Armistice
was signed. The services at the
cemetery consisted of a few remarks by the Post Commander,
firing of the salute to the dead
and taps and then decoration of
the grave of the
men,
after which the audience was
dismissed and an hour or more
spent in decorating graves.
The Village Board has had
considerable work done at the
cemetery the past few weeks,
including two large arches placed
over the gateways and regrading
of the streets-- . The notice in
' the S. A. asking' the, public to
clean up their lots was loyally
responded to and at least 65.
or more of the people owning
lots responded to the pba for
cleaning them up. Practically
.., all graves in.tke cemetery were
decorated and hundreds of peo- .ex-servi- ce
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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
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SCHOOL BOARD TRANSACTS
CONSIDERABLE BUSINESS

SERIOUS AUTO ACCIDENT

June 3, 1922.

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATED

SUBSCRIPTION

$

2-

-

00

PER YEAR.

MEXICO HIGH- ROY TEAM WINS IWOMCRE
WAY ASSOCIATION HOLDS
INTERESTING MEETING ,
GI.1ES- - 49 ÍCCRES
Persuant to a call of President
Mitchell and notices from SecThe Roy fast team continued
retary Warrender, a special with their Winning tide Sunday
meeting of the board of Direc- when they played Springer with
Mexico
tors of the Texas-Nea final score of 28 to 13 and Lo- Highway Association was held ' gan Tuesday, with a score of 21
at Tucumcari, New Mexico May to 4. The team has played
20,1922.
five games to date, and winning
Directors present were: T, E. all of them with a large score.
Mitchell, Albert, N. M., E. F.
It is not to be considered luck
Gallegos of Gallegos, N. M., L. with
our local boys, but as we
H. Brock, Mosquero, N. M., said before,
that we have one of
W. P. Mealey, Mosquero, N. M.,
on this mesa,
teams
best
the
J. W- - Corn, Tucumcari, N. M., in fact one of the best that we
and O. M. Warrender, Legan N. have ever had, and they are
M.
equal to play with any fast team
The constitution and
in northeastern New Mexico.
reported by the committee selec One thing must be taken into
ted at the annual meeting held consideration, that every man
at Logan, N. M., February 20, on the team this season is a
1922, were ratified by the dirmeans
hitter,
TEXAS-NE-

An automoble accident occur-

We forgot to tell you last
about
At the Board meeting last red on the public highway
week
that T. O. Scott one of our
of Roy
Friday evening Miss Dunn was three miles southeast"
prosperous
farmers celebrated
near
came
employed as one of the teachers last Saturday that VV.
Jack- his , well, we will let you ask
T.
life
costing
of
the
of the eelmentary grades of the
his wife which birthday- - His
Schools. This fills the eleme:-ter- son, Manager of the Farmers
good wife had prepared a fine
Solano,
of
grades and will give the Mill and Elevator
j dinner for him and a few invited
which
car
touring
when
Ford
his
Roy. Schools 9 teacher's in these
in guests and to which we are told
grades and 4 in high school and he was driving turned turtleSam
all did " ample justice." Those
of
the
south
The grade the road just
a superintendent.
present
at the informal dinner
home.
teachers employed are Mrs. Ratcliff
Cooke, F. S. Brown
were:
Rev.
buying
Mr. Jackson had been
Ray Carr, Mrs. Raymond PenKelly,
Roy and S. E-- . PaxtonandMr.
of
out
wheat
northeast
dleton, Mrs. E. D. Choate
grand
of
Masonic
lecturer
the
return trip to Solano
Misses Lena Lusk, Pierson, Lena was on his
when one of the Lodge. Mr. anr Mrs. Scott are
afternoon
just
ViWilliams, Etna Floersheim,
the
of
wheels
the car gave way among the old settlers of setvian Dunn and Miss Nellie Tay front
mesa and are among those
pinned
was
over.
Jackson
Mr.
lor. The Superintendent is Cam
by the overturned tlers that have made good . They
eron Bazzill of San Jon. Prof. jto the ground
edge
of the car was brought up their estimable famand
the
car
T. P. Potts has been
neck. The ily here and Mr.- Scott and famas Agriculture and Farmshop across Mr. Jackson's
ily is one of the strong pillars of
unconscious
.The other blow knocked him
work instructor.
the Union Church of Roy. We
no
lay
long
there
how
he
and
high school teachers will be em- '
he did not congratulate Mr. Scott on the
ployed within the next few days . one will ever know as
it
jhard
and that
time
it was fact that he has reached another ectors.
The Board decided at the meet- know just what happened.
milestone and hope that he will
more than the average
takes
accident
when
the
The question of marking the'
ing to immediately enter suit
Mr. John Weisdorfer and son enjoy many, many more pleas- highway was taken up and dis- team to stop them . In last Sun
in the United States District
day's game, Roy scored 2 runs
way to town ant birthdays.
cussed at length and the secre- the
Court against all five insurance Mott were on their discovered
inning, 4 in the second
in
and
afternoon
the
tary was instructed to immediate and first
companies unless they made setmissed
the third, but startinupon
LADIES UNION AID MEETS ly get quotations and prices from
tlement within the next few the wrecked car and
again
ed
in
the fourth and kept
Jackson
Mr.
vestigation
found
various firms for furnishing
days at a 75
basis of settleup
until
the ninth with a
it
unconan
in'
car
and
the
under
The Ladies Union Aid of the metal markers and posts for in--'
ment. Four of the companies
score
a shame to menis
that
got
him
They
Christian Church met with Mrs. stalling same for the permanent
have agreed to this basis of set- scious condition .
tion.
and
out
car
the
from
under
Geo. Lucas, 12 miles northeast marking of the highway. In
tlement but the other company,
Baker was the first man to
to .of Roy last Friday, (May 26,)
the meantime however it was bat followed by Justice, and the
only offers about 20 which the Motts Weisdorfer rushed
advised
town
for a doctor and
quite a number of ladies were the opinion of the board that
board will not accept and. inasR . H . Bentley, cash- present and a great deal of work part of the highway especially later scoring him with a home
much as suit will have to be
the done and plans laid for the fu- that part between Logan and run, Ralph and Lawrence Will-jabrought they will sue all com- ier of the Bank of Roy, of Mr.
both made a hoce run in
and
ture work; on Saturday 27 the David hill, being so poorly laid
panies and sue for the . full accident. Dr. Self
second,
the
and Ralph repeated
of
scene
to
Bentley
the
rushed
ladies had a Bake Sale and Ice out and so difficult for tourists
amount $45,000 which they will
ágain in the fifth, in fact every
Mr.
brought
accident
and
the
.r.(
Cream
Cake
were served to follow, should be temporarily
no doubt recover as the comman on the team got a hit Sun- panies acknowledge the loss, but Jackson to town to the home of which was very successful, net- marked at once and the secre- day.
Pitchers Williams and
being
is
Bentley
he
Mr.
where
ting them $19.50. The next tary was instructed to have this
arequibbling as to the method of
Salazar
done very good work,
drawing the policies and which cared for by his daughter and meeting will be held at the home attended to, using wooden mar but were retired by McCargo in
improvis
we
go
press
to
he
of Mrs. Finley on S. Main St., kers with the colors and emblem
all lawyers say will have no di- as
the seventh for Roy, and Berry
which could easily be taken down in the sixth
rect result on the case. It is ing nicely and on the road to June 9th.,
for Springer, up to
and placed elsewhere when the the fifth inning it looked like
thought that probably the com- 'recovery. Outside of a number
body
and
his
of
bruises over
panies will compromise when the
Proffessor Cameron Bazzill. highway was definitely desig- - the score would be close, when it
suit is brought. In the mean- limbs and some slight internal new elected sup't., of schools uaieu uy wie ouate uepai uneiib. 'was 5 and 6, but our boys did not
Other matters of a general think that it was worth taking
the bruises, Mr. Jackson is none the of this place was in Roy a couple
time the Board has
entire Baum building and will worse off over the accident, but of days this week on business. nature were taken up and dis- chances, so they started another
rent other buildings and school just how long he escaped death Mr.Bazzill's home at present is cussed and much encouragement rally and continued it until the
will start oil September first by strangulation when the side at San Jon and he was on his was expressed by the various ninth. Springer scored 7 run3
without a hitch, The lawyers of the car was laying across his way to East Las Vegas where members as to the big future m the seventh, after which Mcretained on the suit are. Holly throat is almost a miracle and it he is an instructor In the State of this highway in reaching Cargo took the mound and put
v was"- probably this strangulatiori
s
SchoolM-jrinand Seberg.'- .
,
the sum- some of the most scenic parts of, a stop to it.
that caused unconsciousness. ' Normal
receiving
United
the
States
and
L
The day was very disagre-The car was damaged very mer school. Mr. Bazzill and an immense tourist travel just
Mr. Spencer Moffatt of DenRoy
about
family
move
to
will
on account of the wind and
able
little outside the crushing of the
las soon as it is advertised and
ver, who is with the Denver
wheel which caused the the 15th of July and will take put in good condition, a fact dust, which made it hard for
front
on
Music Company, was in Roy and
either side to field the balls, and
few minor active charge of the schools
which naturally means a great
Mosquero this week. He sold accident and with a
August firtt.
as
usual, the Roy team was folrepairs will be in going condition
deal to the various towns along lowed
a fine Schumann piano to Mr. again.
by a large number of fans,
the way,
R. E. Alldredge while here also
17 cars from Roy,
being
there
"O Ye Base Ball Fans."
The accident occurred on a
a piano to the Mosquero Ameriall
of pep and ginger
a
with
lot
ANNOUNCEMENT
promissed
good
game
road that is traveled very little Another
can Legion Post.
We wish to announce that the with them. We must give credand it was only by accident that for Sunday afternoon at the loWagon Mound Roy Tin Shop has moved to the it to the followers, for where-evthe Weisdorfers happened to cal diamond.
the team plays, they always
pie visited the resting place of come on this particular road to Club will be here to cross bats room adjoining the Roy Trading
the dead during the day.
Roy as they always take the with our boys, and as this is Co., store and still remains un- turn out, rain or shine.
In the afternoon the public road west from the Pint place the first game between these der the management of P. T.
LOGAN OUTCLASSED
was invited ta a ball game be- when coming to town, but for two teams, we are assured of an Gibson. We wish to thank all
On Tuesday, Decoration Day,
tween Logan and Roy in the Roy some reason .unknown even to interesting game. Koy win play of our patrons for the past faPark and was well attended, themselves, they decided to take them in a return game at Wagon vors and trust that we will be Roy played with the usual reLogan scored 4 rats
however the latter part of the the other road. Should Mr. Mound Sunday June 11th. Every in a better position to render a sults.
afternoon was marred by á Jackson have lain in this position one is invited to witness this real service in the future as we in the first inning after two
men were out, and two strike
heavy hail storm and down pour much longer death would have game, and lets help the Roy have endeavored in the past;
on the batter, but it was overShop
Roy
of rain.
victory.
Tin
team
6th
with
their
occurred from strangulation.
come when Roy went to bat
ending up with 6 scores to their
credit in the first and continued
scoring each inning until the
seventh, when each man was instructed by their captain to
strike out for fear that the total
would be too larga.
After the first inning, Logan
did not score any more. There
being 5 home runs made by the
Roy Club, Branch
1, Berry 2,
White 1 and Hester 1, every
player that faced the pitcher
made a hit, in all there being 19.
hits to Roys credit in the Logan
game, and the later getting only
4 hits. Pitcher Williams had,
good control of his throwing,
and he had the opponents at h3
mercy at all times from the secgoing
of
ond inning on. Slinker and
Ralph Williams were out of the
on
game on account of being under
the weather, but they were replaced by Berry of Abbott and
Sam Dunn of this place, .which
the change did not effect the
local team any.
The game was called off in
the eighth inning by the umpire
on account of the heavy rain and
hail storm. At the rate that
the Roy ball team is going at
the present, it promises us some
y
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We are again giving away a ticket with each $1.00
cash purchase, or cash paid on account, which may entitle
to
the several premiums that we are
you to one
give to our customers

Saturday October 28th, 1922

Our Service

We are now in a position to make deliveries any time
of the day. Your phone orders will be appreciated. Tickets will be sent you by deliveryman.

Ask for them.

Floersheim Mercantile Company

very good games in the future..
We have been informed that the
Dawson and Raton fast teams
are trying to match games with
us, if they do, we are sure that
Roy will give them a run that
will be a surprise to their fans,
for it takes more than the average team to defeat Roy.: They
have played five games o date,
and so far outclassed them all.
Don't forget the Wagon Mound-Ro- y
game Sunday at Uie Roy
diamond, game starts promptly
at 2 P. M.
. . .
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Kenosha. Wisconsin. "I cannot aav
enough in praise of Lydia E. Pinkhanvs

vegetable
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Com
pound. My mother
had great faith in it
aa ehe had taken bo
much of it and when

trwiNAVyc

-

I had trouble after

'

i

my baby was born
ahe gave it to me.
It helped me so much
more than anything
else had done that!
advise all women

with female trouble
to rive it a fair trial
nd I am cure they will feel aa Í do
about it Mrs. Fred. P. Hansen, 662
Symmonda St, Kenosha, Wisconsin.
A medicine that has been in use nearly
niiy years ana tnat receives the praise
and commendation of mothers and
grandmothers is worth your consideration.
If you are suffering from troubles
that sometimes follow child-birt- h
bear
in mind that Lydia E. Pinkh aid's Vege
table compound is a woman s medicine.
It is especially adapted to correct such
trout) lea.
The letters we publish ought to convince you ; ask some of your women
friends or neighbors they know its
worth. You will, too, if you give it a

THE DEBATE.
Synopsis. With his grandfather,
mail Ramsey Mllholland is watching the "Decoration Day Parade"
In the home town. The old gentleman, a veteran of the Civil war,
endeavors to Impresa the youngster with the significance of the
great conflict, and many years afterward the boy was to remember
his words with startling vividness.
In the schoolroom, a few years
afterward, Ramsey is not distinguished for remarkable ability,
though his pronounced dislikes are
arithmetic, ."Recitations" and German. In sharp contrast to Ramsey's backwardness Is the precocity
of little Dora Yocum, a young lady
whom In his bitterness he denominates "Teacher's PeL" In high
school, where he and Dora are
classmates, Ramsey continues to
feel that the girl delights to manifest her superiority, and the
he generates becomes
alarming, culminating in the resolution that some day he will
"show" her. At a class picnic Ramsey Is captured bag and baggage
by Milla Rust, the class beauty,
and endures the agonies of hts first
love. Ramsey's parents object to
Milla and wish he'd taken up with
tora Yooum. Ramsey kisses Milla.
Then Mil la suddenly leaves town.
She marries. Ramsey enters the
state university and there is Dora
Tocum again.

lair uiaL

VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
troubles are most dangerous
of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they give
that they need attention by taking

be-cau- se

COLD MEDAL

CHAPTER

VII.

Continued.

Concluding his reading, which was
oral, the volatile Mitchell made use
of his Tolce In a manner of heathenish
bolsterousness, and presently reclined
npon'a lounge to laugh the better. His
aa
stricken comrade, meanwhile, recov
md accept mm iiuboa
ered so far as to pace the floor. Tm
I
foin to pack np and light out for
FOR BURNS CUTS ITCH SORES hornet" he declared over and over.
75c at atores; 65c by mail. Addn
And f vea oftener he read and reread
New York Drug Concern, New York the cart! to make sure of the actuality of that fatal coincidence, "D. Yo-LAWYERS NOT ALL GRASPING eurn. IS."
"If 1 could do It," he vociferated.
Here's One Man Willing to Testify "If I conld stand np there and debate
That Some of the Tribe Have
ene o' their darn ole debates in the
a Heart.
first place If I had the gall to even
try It. why. my gosh! you dont sup-Count Armnad du Bucamp, the Bel- poae I'm goiu to get up there and
gian publicist, said the other day In argue with thqt girl, do you? That's
an interview :
a hot war to get an education: stand
"When I hear of any good thing np there and argue with a girl before
'coming out of Germany I wink my a couple o hundred people ! My
ve and think of the story about the rosh!- lawyer.
"Ton got to!" his prostrate compan
" Uents, a fat man said In a hotel ion cackled, weakly. "You can't get
smoking room, 'I hate to hear you out of It You're a goner, ole Buddy !"
lambasting lawyers the way you've
Til be sick, ni be sick as a dog!
been doing. A lawyer last year made m be sick as the sickest dog that
me a present of J 150.
ever
" 'Yes. he did !
"No use, ole man. The frat
"Come otrr
seniors'!! be on the Job. They'll know
'What are you giving us?
whether you're sick or not, and they'll
"Rut these gibes and jeers didnt have you there, right on the spot to
move the fat man.
" 'It's the solemn truth, gents,' he the minute!
prediction was accurate. The
said. 'You sí. I was Injured In a tooThe
fatherly "frat seniors" did all that
railroad accident last year, and this
lawyer sued the railroad company, Fred said they would, and more. For
"frat," they coached
and got $5.000 damages. His bill was the honor of the
desperate Ramsey In the technic
$5,150. hut lie didn't say a word about the
Lumen debate, told him many more
the $.150 balance. He made me a of
things to say than could be said In
present of It.'
six minutes, and produced him,
ghastly and bedewed. In the
One thread divs not make a rope.
large hall of the Lumen society at
eight o'clock on Friday evening.
Four other "twelve-minut- e
debates
They Cost Less
preceded his and the sound of these.
ÍWobsbj? thty fiwe
In Ramsey's ears, was the sound of
Gabriel practising on his horn In the
early morning of Judgment day. The
members of the society sat, three rows
deep, along the walls of the room.
W
leaving a clear oblong of green car"sDssVaíS
aVi
MS
pet In the center, where were two
M
(
small desks, twenty feet apart, the
rostrums of the debaters. Upon a
avwl
atnrtrfc
smf
I.irati
platform at the head of the room sat
tL aaHYoawOwrw. If
dreadful seniors, the officers of the
M
I
I society, and, upon benches near the
11
platform, the debaters of the 'evening
were aligned. One of the fraternal
seniors sat with sweltering Ramsey;
and the latter, as his time relentlessly
came nearer, made a last miserable
squirm.
Cífen BsaKh
"Look here. Brother Colburn. I got
aad aas brought coKckuku and aappáess
s
tu taounnd of none severs rd their
to get out o' here."
woo awe started on se F RE
"Xo, yon don't young fellow."
or tmht (and at attracine pnces. The? have
estabúsbed thMowa homes and seosnd
"Yes, I do : Ramsey whispered,
and independence. In the great gram.
"Honest I do. Honest
grovtBg ateneo of tiaepratne provinces there
a scat ta ot aad aa easy tenaa
Brother Colburn,- - ! got to get a drink
FertUa Land at 115 U $33 aa Isrt of water. I got to!"

The

world's standard remedy for thssa
sordera will often ward off these diseases and strengthen the body against
farther attacks. Tliree siiea, aH druggists.
Lmk far
CoU MU aa

- C O L - Q

D

.

Crs!

X

ExcellO

-

---

Vestern Ganada
si VMS
rum-lie-

beme-stead- s

pros-per- y

taod saailsr to that which throash mam
yews tu yielded fraat 20 to 5 bssoeia
of waeal to ib arre im beriey and
at great abaadaace. while taiains
aoraea, caitle. saeep mmd koea is hui i
proaiaoieu handreels of
m eaten
Caaaoa am raaed crops is a BBíHe seawa
vevTh anrethaa tae wtiieemt of toewbuxL
Hexkhral ornare, rood anxhoorm. clxBxlMa.
scaoola. rural trtelaoae. exreileat saarkea
and savorag faciaxa. The ckmue aad sed
afr indaaeasems for wmom every araach at

lu

te-se- n

waitare.

The advantages toe

Dairying', HUe4 Fanalas
and S tacx Raisin J

,

atniiwiiiji
anatal e wrimmona v
,
miecs eraaaqr to ggtuoee rher

cta

r or ccrtilKata eaiamaa roa
radacael railway ratas, u atcrated
marciSwi-rta- i
ot Ul
tientan. tea
m MaaaMa, Sav
.tucarwaa. Aiecrta and bt
baa coteaabi, etc. wast

..tt5irrr

1

.

ri

i

.
.

1

if

"

"No.

You

can't"

"Honest Colburn, I

--

gwt

' "

Hush !"

Ramsey cast his dilating eyes along
the rows of faces. Most of them were
but as blurs, swimming, yet he was
aware (he thought) of a formidable
and horrible Impassive scrutiny of
himself, a glare seeming to pterte
through hha to the back of the be it
round his waist, so that he began to
have fearful doubts about that belt
about every fastening and adjustment
of his garments, about the expression
of his countenance, and many other
things Jumbling together ta his
Over and over he whispered gaspingly to himself the open-I- n
words of tha sentence with which
a senior had adTtsed him to begla h!a
mocseat at so-sanawat. As4 aa

fc

but they aren't Dutch, though some
times called Dutch in this country,
Well, and so so, well, the war began
last August or about then, anyway,
and the German army Invaded the Bel
gian army. After they got there, the
Invasion began.
First,' they came
around there and then they coni'
Well, what I feel
menced Invading.
constrained "
He came to the longest of all his
pauses here, and the awful gravity of
the audience almost suffocated him.
"Well," he concluded, "it don't look
right to me."
"Four minutes!" the chairman aa
nounced, for Ramsey's pauses had
worn away a great deal more of this
terrible interval than had his elo
quenee. "Opening statement for the
negative: Miss D. Yocum. Four niln

He swapped a gold

If You Need a Medicina
You Should Hava

tha Best

Have you ever stopped to reason why
is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
f .iaht and ara soon fotvotten? Ihe
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the nromisei of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that bas real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have Deen
benefited, to those who are m need of it,
A prominent druggist saye "Take for
a
example Vr. Kilmers ewamp-uooi- ,
preparation I have sold for many years
recommend,
tor in
and never hesitate to

it

almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a

mine for a can

of Edgeworth
Of course William didn't know how
much gold there was in the mine or he
wouldn't have paid so high a price
even for his beloved Edgeworth.
As be writes the story with lead
pencil on the back of a map-D-ear
Mister L rug A Bra. Co.
You'll notice I ain't going to let them
people what puts that
(this was
tha nam of a competitiva friend's prod,
net) stuff get away by their lonesome la
the high price clam; causa they'rs Just
tinhorns anyway alongside of me, what
traded a claim in the Diddyrod country
oaa time for a small tin of Edgeworth.
And the sourdough what got tha claim
from me for the Edgeworth took eighty
thousand dollars out of the ground what
I didn't think was in It.
William Cnigle
Salchaket Postoffles

imm

utes."
isle."
According
to sworn statements and
- As Dora began to speak, Ramsey
testimony of thousands who have
verified
experienced a little relief, but only a
preparation, toe success ot vr.
little about the same amount of relief used the Swamo-Root
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's
as that felt by a bridegroom when. It so
many people claim, that it fulfills alAluka
is the bride's turn to "respond," not most every wish in overcoming kidney,
That was the most expensive can of
really relief at all, but merely the liver and bladder ailments; corrects uriEdgeworth that ever was bought. We
slight relaxation of a continuing nary troubles and neutralizes the uric
have many letters from our friends
strain. The audience now looked at tcid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
who have gone to great lengths to get
Ramsey no more than people look at a 8wamp-Rooby Parcels Post. Address
t
their favorite tobacco. We prize them
bridegroom, but he failed to perceive Dr. Kilmer & Co., Dinghamton, N. Y.,
all, but this one has a particularly
any substantial mitigation
of his and enclose ten cents; also mention this
warm place in our hearts.
It had come. The chairman frightful consplcuousness. He had
not paper. Large and medium size bottles
announced the subject of the fourth
We don't want any Edgeworth
the remotest Idea of what he had said for sale at all drug stores.Advertlsement
freshman twelve-minut- e
debate; and lu setting forth his case for Germany,
smoker to have to pay more than the
Dora Yocum, hitherto unpercelved by
Then Dad Said
regular price for Edgeworth.
and he knew that It was his duty to
Ramsey, rose and went forward to one
Mr. Brown had got Into the habit of
listen closely to Dora, In order to be
We do want every
to
of the small desks in the open space, able to refute
Edgeworth, and it's just as pleas-- ..
her argument when his lighting his cigar after dinner, pufftry
where she stood composedly, a slim,
laying
a
while,
ing
and
then
It
for
at
closing speech fell due;
ant for us to send
pretty figure In white. Members In but he was
conscious of little more It down on the ash tray. Later he
free samples to any
Ramsey's neighborhood were aware of
his own condition. His legs had would relight It and finish his smoke.
than
as it is
a brief and hushed commotion, and a now gone
cigar-end- s
would
wild beyond all devilry, and Often three or four
for a
fierce whisper, "You can't!
You get he had to keep shifting his weight from be on the tray at once.
to hand his can
up there !" And the blanched Ramsey
One day his little boy, sitting near.
one to the other in order even to hope
over to someone
came forth and placed himself at the
who's run short.
that their frenzy might escape gen watched his dad light one of the small
other desk.
ends,
and said:
eral attention.
If Edgeworth
He stood before the silent pop
"How do you like that one, dad?"
He realized that Dora was speaking
doesn'tsuityou,
lace of that morgue, and It seemed to
very
very,
my
good
boy,
"This,
Is
a
rapidly and confidently, and that someit s no use tryhim that his features had forgotten
cigar"
blowing
long
Into
puffs
the
where In his
parts lurked
ing to sell you
that he was supposed to be their own- a familiar
him that objected to air.
bit
of
any. If it does,
er and In control of them ; he felt that
thought
; I found
you'd
like
It,
dad
"I
her even more than usual ; but she had
the samples will
they were slipping all over his face, used
In the gutter outside."
It
half
soon tell you,
regardless of his wishes. His head, he was of her time, at least, before
able to gather any coherent
and you'll be
as a whole, was subject to an agita- meaning from
Important
to
Mother
what she was saying.
like the rest of
Examine carefully every bottle of
tion not before known by him; It de
Even then he caught only a fragment, CASTOIUA, that famous old remedy
us happiest with a pipe of Edge-wor- th
sired to move mstlly In eccentric ways here and there, and for
between your teeth.
the rest so for Infants and children, and see that It
of Its own devising ; his legs alternatefar as Ramsey was concerned she
the
Bears
Send
us your name and address on
ly limbered and straightened under no
might as well have been reciting the
a postcard. If you want to help us
Signature of
direction but their own ; and his hands Swedish alphabet.
further, give us the name of the dealer
clutched each other fiercely behind his
In spite of the rather startling fee In Use for Over 30 Years.
from whom you usually buy your
back ; he was not one cohesive person,
bleness of her opponent's statement, Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
tobacco.
evidently, but an assembled collection
Dora went at her task as earnestly as
Just as soon as we receive your reof parts which had relapsed each Into
Friends.
If It were
quest we will mail you generous samits own Individuality. In spite of them, casuistry. to confute some monster of
Don't argue over trifles. What's
having demonstrat
"Thus,
ples of Edgeworth in both forms-P- lug
he somehow contrived the semblance ed
that all war Is wrong," she said, ap- the odds whether Rover died on FriSlice and
of a bow toward the chairman and the proaching
day
or
Saturday.?
conclusion, "It Is scarcesemblance of another toward Dora, of ly necessaryher
pry
Don't
people's
Into
Edgeworth
business.
Plug Slice comes in flat
It
to point out that whatwhom he was but hazily conscious.
cakes, cut into thin, moist slices. One
ever the actual circumstances of the Isn't any picnic of yours where the
Then he opened his month and, not
slice rubbed between the hands makes
Invasion, and whatever the status of preacher's wife got her new dress or
knowing how he had started his voice
a fragrant pipeful.
the case In International law, or by how much Mrs. Sparks paid for her
going, heard It as If from a distance.
reason of treaty, or the German oath davenette or why Mr. Green calls at
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbis ex"In making my first appearance be- to respect
actly the same tobacco, but ready to
the neutrality of Belgium, the bank so often.e
fore this honor'ble membership I feel which of course was grossly
be a
Don't
gossip.
for
If go into your pipe.
and dis
restrained to
He stopped honorably violated all this,. I say, la that bit of scandal is true why stir
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
It about and keep the stench In public
short, and thenceforward shook vlsi- dies and gentlemen
of the Lumen so
meet the requirements of many differnostrils?
And
It
true
if
Isn't
well,
ciety, ail this Is beside the point of
ent customers. Both Edgeworth Plug
you ought to be shot for repeating it.
morals. Since, as I have shown, all
Slice and Edgeworth Ready-RubbDon't
be
too
In
"sot"
your
religious
war Is wrong, the case may be simpll
are put up in pocket-siz- e
cans, in atbelief.
you
get
ever
If
to
heaven
fled aa follows: All war Is morally
tractive tin humidors and glass jars,
you'll
plum
be
surprised
iit m
see
a
to
lot and in
wrong.
Quod erat demonstrandum,
l, it t I j
various quantities in between
Germany invaded Belgium. Invasion of people who never even saw the Inthose sizes.
your church.
side
of
Is war. Germany, therefore, did moral
For the free samples, address Larus
wrong. Upon the legal side, ns I began
& Brother Company, 00 South 21st
Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion.
by pointing out, Germany confessed in
Street, Richmond, Va.
the relchstag the violation of law, Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap
To Retail Tobacco Merchant: If
Therefore, Germany was Justified In dally and Ointment now and then as
the Invasion neither morally nor legal needed to make the complexion clear, your Jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Comly; but was both morally and legally scalp clean and hands soft and white.
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
wrong and evil. Ladles and gentlemen Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
parcel post a one- - or
carton
of the Lumen society, I await the Cutlcura Talcum, and you have the
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Advertisement
refutation of my opponent 1"
Ready-Rubbfor the same price you
Her opponent appeared to be having
Memory.
would
pay the jobber.
enough trouble with his legs, without
A Joke is being told on an absent-minde- d
taking any added cares upon himself
eostern professor. He was tak'
Insight
In the way of refutations.
But the ing some
students to the country to
Find a man whose words paint you
marvelous-Dor- a
had calculated the study
rocks. At the station he said. a likeness, you have found a man
length of her statement with such "We
haven't a watch.. We'll need one worth something; mark his manner of
nicety that the chairman announced or we'll
miss the train
ill'.' t
"Four minutes," almost upon the in- run home and get mine." back. John, doing it, as very characteristic of him.
In the first place, he could not have
stant of her final syllable; and all
"Huve I time before the trnln discerned the object at all, or seen he
faces turned once more to the upholdcomes?" John asked.
vital type of it, unless he had, what
er of the affirmative. "Refutation and
"Ves," said the professor, pulling we may
roll, sympathized with It-- had
conclusion by the affirmative," said the out his watch, "you
have about 15
sympathy In him to bestow on obchairman. "Mr. R, Mllliolland. Two minutes."
jects. It Is his faculty, the man of
mlnu'es."
No faculty of the brain Is as unTherewith, Ramsey coughed as long reliable as memory. That's why man a business faculty, that he discern the
true likeness, not the false, superficial
Ha Came to the Longest of All His as he could cough, and when he felt makes the sume mistakes over and one, of the thing he has got to work
Pauses Here, and the Awful Gravity that no more should be done In this over.
in. And how much of mortality Is In
of the Audience Almost Suffocated way, he wiped his face again nn act
the kind of Insight we get of anything
:
necessity
qunveringly
begun
and
of
One doesn't need philosophy to sup-po- the eye seeing In all things what It
Him.
"Gentlemen and ladles, or ladles and
his spirit through life; he needs brought
with It the faculty of seeing!"
gentlemen. In making the refutation to be busy.
bly. After a long pause, he managed
Caiiyle.
my
opponent.
I
feel that I feel that
to repeat his opening, stopped again. of
swallowed many times, produced a hardly anything more ought to be
handkerchief and wiped his face, an
paused, looked helplessly at his
act of nicesslty then had an inspira
tion.
uncontrollable legs, and resumed: "I
The subject assigned to me," he am supposed to make the reputa the
said. "Is resolved that Germany is refutation of my opponent, and I feel
morly and legally Justified In Bel that I ought to say quite a deal more.
gians Beigiums!
This subject was In the first place. I feel that the Invaassigned to me to be the subject of sion has taken place. Í am supposed
anyhow I got a postal card that I
this debate." He Interrupted himself
to gasp piteous!-- , found breathing dif- am supposed to be here tonight. Well,
ficult but faltered on again: "This in talking over this matter with a cousubject Is the subject It Is the sub- ple of seniors, they told me I was supject that was assigned to roe on a posed to claim this Invasion was mor'ly
postal card." Then, for a moment or and legally all right Well" Here,
so, he had a miraculous spurt of confi- by some chance, the recollection of a
dence, and continued, rather rapidly: word of Dora's Bickered Into his cha"I feel constrained to say that the otic mind, and he had a brighter moment "My opponent said she proved
country of Belgian Belgium, I mean
this country has been constrained by all war Is wrong or something like
the Invaded I mean Invaded by the that anyhow. She said she proved It
Imperial German Impire and my sub- was wrong to fight no matter what.
ject in this debate is whether It ousht Well, If she wasnt a girl, anybody
to or not, my being the Infernative. that wanted to get her to fight could
affirmative I mean that I got to prove probly do It" He did not add that he
SAY
that Germany Is morly and legally would be the person to make the experiment (If Dora weren't a girl), nor
Justified. I wish to state
Un ess you see name "Bayer" on
He passed again, lengthily, then did the thought enter his mind until an
tablets, you are not
struggled on. "J have been requested hour or so later. "Well." he added, "I
getting
the
genuine
suppose
Bayer
more
tnere
to
is
little
be
product
to state that the German Imp Empire
prescribed by physithat It certainly Isnt right for those said."
cians over 22 years and proved safe by millions
for
Dutclt Germans, I mean theyhavent
got any more business In Belgium than
Headache
Rheumatism
It taca s aaJseslsua! that
I have myself, but I I feel constrained
Raaaawy is wwaaaa-aata- r.
Toothache
to say that I had to accept whatever
Neuralgia
Neuritis
side of this debate I got on h postal
Earache
Lumbago
Pain, Paia'
card, and o I ata constrained; to take
(TO BS COVriXL'iiD.)
the aide of the Dutch. I mean the
whlch contains proper directloni
Germans. The Dutch ara sometimes i It keeps eme mea so basy balcg Im-called I mean the Germans are soma-- 1 portant that they havent as tJaaa
m aa waat surk at Jkiw
Uaaantttart at UialkaelasM at Balkiiieack!
Coat called the Date fa tils cesnny, I Uft t accospgaa thicga.

rwhtbu- itoubledau. Paoe AGsmrvmi.
I
'3
'
prenie agony drew close, this whispering became continuous: "In making
my first apearance before this honor'-bl- e
membership I feel constrained to
say In making my first appearance be
fore this honor ble membership I feel
constrained to say In making my first
appearance before this honor'ble mem
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Walter Goodhue of the
quero vicinity, was a Roy
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Ed Williams or north of Mills,
was trading with our merchants
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New Mexico gets more value' La3 Vegas, N. M., May 27,
URGES YOUNG MEN OF NEW
per
dollar expended on its Pub- - The extensive building campaign
MILIGO
MEXICO TO
TO
lie Health Laboratory than most that has been under way here for
TARY TRAINING CAMP
May the 14th was Mother's
other states, and its unit cost the past year came just in time
day and of course pay day will
compares very favorably with to enable Las Vegas to take care
New
To
young
of
men
the
be father's day.
unit costs in other states. For 0f the largest summer school in
Mexico:
I have been requested by the example, the following table, the history of the Normal
By the way did you know that
on 1921 figures; is inter-- jyersity. The people of the city
you
to
gets
President of the United States
sidestepping never
,
'and the Chamber of Commerce
to call your attention to the op- esting:
the front.
of Total Unit have
.Number
State
to supply the
portunity offered you by the
bpecimens
cost
rooms and
to
furnished
best
list
of
United
at
Government
Favors
say:
States
Senate
Head lines
Examined
apartments that has ever been
the Bonus, but we haven't seen tend, without expense to you or
any of the doughboys with the military obligation on your part, New Nexico 7787 $ 4,423? 0.57 available to the Normal students,
1370 6,230 4.54 and securing employment, for
the Civilian Military Training Arizona
dough yet
7200 10,000 0.70 those who wish to work during
Idaho
Camps
.00 the spare time.
For that part of New Mexico Mississippi 6000 30,000
Don't you think that if ever
.71
Carolina 3234 11,969
Ilfeld Auditorium, now ready
peace is again made with Ger north of Las Vegas, the camp
.55 for use, will enable the entire
5,900
2315
Utah
many, that we better make same will be located at Fort Logan,
The average cost for all states student body to gather comfortC. O. D. and be sure of collec Colorado; for that part of New
Mexico south of Las Vegas the except New Mexico was $1.25 ably at assembly time, and will
tions.
be used for the series of playlets
camp will be located at iort per specimen examined.
states,
large
of
Some
the
to be given by students under
of
men
young
keep
All
averBliss,
Texas.
place
to
The best
head expenses these day is under requisite physical fitness from where very many specimens of direction of Professor E. W.
single kind are examined, Scott, who will give also a full
17 to 27 years of age can attend
foot.
these camps, the government shows lower unit costs, as for course in public speaking. Repairs on the main building are
r
Have you ever thought the paying all expenses.. The length example;
Connecticut
0.57
$
now completed.
be
thirty
reason that flesh colored stock of time required will
0.53
Miss Margaret Kennedy of the
ings are so popular. Well it is days, beginning on the 27th day Michigan
0.53 department of English has finIllinois
simply this, "the wholes don't of July, 1922.
0.37 ished a postgraduate course at
Here is an opportunity to not Florida
show."
This lower unit cost is almost Wellesley, and has returned
only acquire military knowledge
Yes, these are trying days, but to gam the great benefits of inevitable in larger laboratories equipped to still better her dehandling a great volume of partment, which now ranks
but the trouble is that too many physical and mental training.
Although we devoutly trust work, provided they are effi auiong the foremost in the south
people don't try hard enough .
Miss Louise Consuelo
west.
we will never have another war, ciently managed.
Miss Greenfield and her assis Jaramillo, who will have chorus
The ideal stenographer of to yet it must be " evident to our
day is not the one that mot only young men that if we do they tants at the State Public Health and public school music, has just
work at
makes good but really looks will be called upon and that this Laboratory are overworked and completed
training, now offered by the are paid much less than in many Columbia. The manual training
good.
Government, will give those who other states, but they are eviden department has been revived
con
take it a superior advantage in tly, in view of these figures, after four years, under T. P.,
birth
control,
no
or
Birth
trol, a full house beats a single obtaining commissions in the doing their work at a lower McCollister, an expert instructor
cost than the average for the in wood w orking and sheet metal
army.
pair any old day.
work,and is located in a modern
I hope and trust that New country:
As an example of what this workshop on the campus. A
In Paris an actress is wearing Mexico will be represented at
Wasser-ma- n cafeteria will be located on the
a pair of snakes for garters; these camps. Those interested means to the state, the
year
furnish campus, and is a new,
tests done last
we'll bet they are garter snakes. should write to: The Command
There
figures.
accomodation for the
interesting
some
ing General, Fort Sam Houston,
893
tests
of
was
such
students.
a
total
supply
will
who
Texas,
them
trouble.
any
other
Love is like
made, At the usual charge for There will be supervised athThe more we think about it the with information.
'
these examinations, in private letics t nd tennis and croquet- C.
Mechem,
Merritt
worse it usually gets.
Governor of New Mexico. laboratories, the people of the courts are located adjoining the
'
state would have paid $4,465 . 00. campus.
At the rate congress is movsummer
average
cost
of
work
on
Actual
Based
of
the
the
wife
and
are
Willcox
W.
look
H.
like
ing on the bonus bill, it
57 cents these tests actually imr begins June 5, with the
quite a number of boys will col- spending the v.eek in Roy.
cost the people $509.01.- This preceding four days devoted to
lect their insurance before they
Many arrivals
Mackey
W.
and
is even of greater interest when registration.
Mrs.
J.
do their bonus.
daughter of Solano, were trad- we consider that the total salar- witnessed thu graduation of a
?'.We are waiting for Polaski's ing in Roy Monday afternoon..,. ies . paid at the. State Public class of 48.
year,
test
Laboratory,
Health
durcome
probably
rain. It will
ODDITIES IN THE NEWS
Mr. A. J. Baker one of our amounted to $3,780 or $685 less
ing the Roy Chautauqua. Well
would
tests
alone
than
these
"Women will bring nothing
prosperous
of
mesa,
farmers
this
it is a poor rain that does no
- new to politics,"
WasserYet,
cost.
the
have
said the opRoy
in
business
transacting
was
one good.
mann tests represented only ponent of women sufferage.
Monday.
11.4 of the total number of They don't know about Mrs. Mil- Maybe the reason some Roy
di- d Brandt,
police magistrate
J. U. Baca the County Asses- tests made in the year.
women never appear to be contented is because they've heard sor was transacting business in As a matter of fact, only such of an Illinois town. Mrs. Brandt
contentment makes people fat. Roy last week in connection with tests are made m the Public says : "I am going to hold police
Health Laboratory as are neces- court in my parlor. It will take
his office.
sary for the protection of the less of my time away from doYou've also probably noticed
public health and no fees are mestic duties and I'll save the
seventeen
cars
were
There
descend
the
to
longer
it takes
peak of high prices than it did motored to Springer last Sunday charged. Private work for which rent of a downtown office !"
a charge is ordinarily made must
to witness the
"If a fellow wants to drink, he
to climb up to it.
be sent to pnvate laboratories.
will drink," says a Kentucky
base ball game.
mountain expression. Soit wouIf you think Roy people are
LIBERTY
ld not seem surprising that some
Campbell,
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G.
Fred
not full of suggestions, just
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family
and
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Mitchell
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of
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a
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street
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jails, proceed
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Justice
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put
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them you've got the whooping Gloretta." N. M., is visiting
21,
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on
the Volstead
to
Dawson
mock
of
make
family
to
a
'
Roy
week.
in
this
friends
cough.
they attended the
Act by making home brew in
A. A. Wynne and W. R. base ball game, and were the gar and corn bread had been obThe reason most editoi-- don't
Copelan,
prominent business men guests of B. H. Hitcheil and tained, a stove in a cell and an
print exactly what they think
made
is because they don t want to of the County Seat, attended the family. They reported plenty old tin can and some water
outfit.
of
the
county
remainder
and
Colfax
of
Roy
the
big
Rally
at
Democratic
cd
rain in
spend a lot of time in a hospital.
crops and vegetation flurishing. The "impudence," as it was term
Saturday night.
Miss Cora Gillum closed her ed, was discovered when sounds
There are some things the
Shirley
school
last Friday, having given of hilarity were heard trom tne
Miss
notice
We
that
average Roy man can't do' and
to all the patrons celis.
satisfaction
prominading
beiswife
Nutter
his
the
one of them is make
streets with her new Dodge and the people are hoping that Davlurht saving in the Na
lieve that she snores.
Touring Car, it sure is a dandy, Miss Gillum will consent to come tion's Capital is being fought by
letter earners on the naive
e
and we would do likewise it we back to us this fall.
If a woman wants a
graduated
grounds that "no matter how
Canon
Nola
Miss
job, with 24 hours work every had the same opportunity.
and
year
early a letter carrier may retire,
grades'
the1
this
from
man
day, let a woman marry a
high
he feels, when he shuts off his
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to reform him.
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next
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school
been visiting friends and
re- he has been robbed of one hour
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much
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ing one of his
Mexico for her.
sorry
Mr. Nugen, Sr. met with exporting electric power to the
It wouldn't hurt some Roy peo Mr. Ernest Leatherman and such a misfortune.
TTnín. Sfafps nn the eround
pie any if they'd borrow their
family
D.
Canon
and
working
that such exportation adds to the
Mr. 0.
have been
neighbor's spectacles occassion Marl Johnson
live,
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Dawson
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Even though a woman can vote they have done a nice job of it
The Ladies Union Aid ot tne of electricity. '
man is not yet her equal. You which the same was prepared Christian Church in Roy met
never hear of a judge giving a far Decoration Day.
Mr. R. A." Pendleton, owner
With Mrs. Geo. Lucas last Friman alimony in a divorce cao?.
day (May 26th,) it being an of the R. S. Woods Motor Co.,
Frank Hickle acknowledges ideal day, there were 13 ladies Garage building, is putting on
And the Roy man who yells that he is an uncle, but did not and three children in attendance some more improvements in the
at the top of his voice seldom know it until reading the S. A., a very pleasant afternoon, was building which will be of much
advantage to all motorists. Mr.
wins an argument.
thoreore he is giving the devil spent.
him
bought
Pendleton is having a cistern dug
Hugh
Mitchell
concernhas
item
news
credit for the
The allies have discovered that ing same that appeared in this a Fordson and is planning to that will hold about 150 barrels
put m a large acerage of wheat. of water, he is going to put a
you can hold a German down but paper a few weeks ago.
James Christman has bought pump on same, so that when
you can't make hiai const, up.
V. E. Bixby will have a pub- a new truck, which will add to his voti want water for your car, all
you will have to do, is to take
If a Koy voman bra ra atoct lic sale on Wednesday June 14, .well equipment.
up the pail and pump up wuai,
a
preached
ofWillingham
Rev.
to
has
he
and
1
at
M.,
P.
her husoand quite often he nove
P.
Sunday
ever amount of water your car
gets tired of telling people that fer some good milk cows, horses, splendid sermon last
'
house-holneeds.
Heart"
Purpose
goods.
"The
in
d
the
M.,
he has the best wife in the machinery and
It will pay you to attend and get to a large and attentive audience
world.
Mrs. F. E. Ivey who has been
what you want at yeur own he was accompanied by his famthe sick list the past week
ily
Mrs.
Tritz.
and
i.i
Once more we have reached price.
and is
Sunday School is progressing is reported doing
the seasoi where th-- fish are
soon.
out
again
to
be
expected
J. W. Cherry, of ChicagoTs,' nicely with a large attendance,
living on the best worms in th
taking
the
Titenngton
LMrs.
is
thorough
a
and
collections
good
visiting mends in itoy tms
land.
nurse.
of
part
les
study
the
of
in
the
interest
Cherry
homestead
week. Mr.
A very large crowd attended ed here about 15 years ago, and son, another class has beenmopen
Roy did not
us five classes
the i Who said that
.
the Decoration Day services at it seems it is a hard task to ed,- giving
- 4aa-rsrviir
.
vtiiir
.i
everyone
vcm,
w. onoth-tm tne com- nave a uae
v
fws
Ola school.
tUC mcaa, Accif art
flUV
allii UiUlS
o
well
there
sluggers,
is
communi-the
wntempffig
líe
adjoining
munity and
and the American Legion withimesa.
them
canstop
be welcomed to the Lib- - ing that
the liter ties will
the assistance of the Ladies. going
TTumn
SnnHav Sfhnnl ftt COOd ram StOITO.. 43 SCOreS in
has
partkof
week,
he
where
congratulthis
'Auxiliary are to be
two games, going some,, eh..
M.:
Sabbath.
eaeh
.2
P.
been offered a good position.
ated for their good work.
AS WE SEE IT

ust

9.00 to $12.00

$

n,

Um-bas- ed

We have them

-

SO

Spanish-America-

Conveyances..
Mosquero, New Mexico.

post-gradua-

te

;

school-manage- d,

by Ex- All orders carefully filled and promptly
TeleFlorists
the
press or Parcel Post. Our membership in
Flowers
deliver
to
us
enables
graph Delivery Association
hours
you anywhere in the United States on a few
notice,

v

Raton Greenhouses

.

"THE NAYLORS"

P. 0. Drawer 349

i

;

'

-

Raton, N. M.

-

The man who wins
is the man who
has prepared

-

oppor- -'
To the man who saves, the best business
to
take
prepared
tunity comes when he is
of it.
advantage
IT TAKES MONEY always to take
opportunity.
such
of
ARE YOU PREPARED TODAY?
to
IF NOT, you cannot do a better thing than
start an account
you will
IF YOU are really ambitious to succeed invitaand
opportunity
first
not neglect this
tion.
ad-vant-

,

To-Da-

y.

.

Bank of RoySurplus

'

Roy-Daws-

on

life-tim-

$36,000-0- 0

irnrwiir'll-g-

STORAGE BATTERIES

Y

er

-

Capital and

MAC-DR-

Roy-Spring-

exiu

.

.

No Acid

No Water
No Attention

most wonderful storage battery
the market. Guaranteed for.
three years . 30 lower in price than any
other standard battery. Let's get acquainted. Shoot us you name for full particu-

The

lars, or come and see

.

..

i

.

I

niv,,

J. E.

BÜSEY

COOPAHY

t.

....
iu

t

Ki

i

taS

ci-tr-

A.

1 1

itef

r

e

írr-v--

r

ipj
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w
am nt
Duuiis
strap made a business
Tucumcari Thursday.

raiKHilSIIIliffl

PersonalMento

ave Yon

itil
Been buying your groceries at the right place?

"A good time assured

Mack's Movies
wife go to
Wednesday
every
ero,'
at

S33I

ypfiaam

Why not fall in line with a system and
take advantage of the opportunities
we are offering?

R. E. Alldredge and
Mr." Ernest Anderson and
family of Mosquero, visited spent Monday and Tuesday
with friends and relatives in Roy Springer, Raton and Las Vegas.
j
the past few days.
& couple
J. Floersheim spentColo.,
this
Trinidad,
can
we
at
days
repaired,
of
If it is to be
Roy Tin week and attended Decoration
do it satisfactory.
Shop. P.- - T. Gibson, Prop. Day exercises at that place.
Next door to Roy Trading Co.
M. 0. Otero, State Commanteach
Quite a number of the
der of the American Legion was
Sun
county
will
leave
Roy Monday ana luesuay
in
of
ers this
day for East Las Vegas where took part in the Decoration Day
they will attend Summer School. services at uiis pmce. .... .

urday."

$1.00

'Quaker or National Oats, 3 large packages for

10

Corn Puffs, per package

Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, per package
Milk Macaroni and Spaghetti, per package

15?

2

for 25

lot

2

for 25

Scotch Pearled Barley, per package

150 2

for 25

b S A t URDA, Y

O

-

SPECIALS

'

visiting friends and relatives in
Roy the past few days.
Melville

Floersheim left fox

Trinidad, Colo., Thursday where
he will spend a few days getting

treatments for rheumatism .

A. I 'Burleson came to town
architect of (Thursday from the ranch at
Mi Viarrctt
www an
Kingsburry and wife
and Lawrence Kingsbury of Mos- East Las Vegas was in Roy Tues Kephart where Mr. Jbuneson
day enroute to Mosquero waexe and the Kid boys moved their
quero, witnessed the
Tuesday
he has the architect work on herd of cattle.
base ball game at Roy
their new school building.
afternoon.
Miss Fern Depew who has
The County Normal Institute been teaching: at Lordsport the
A large number of base ball
next
fans from Mills and Mosquero will convene at Mosquerosession mst vear returned home last
in
will
be
Monday
and
Roy
watched
trim
also Solano
Saturday and will spend the
wppVs.
The eidith grade cation with her parents south
Logan to the tune of 21 to 4
commencement exercises will be east of Roy.
last Tuesday afternoon.
held during the institute.
atbeen
Tony Heiman, wife and baby
Irene Nowlin. who has
The Village Dads had a couple
tending school at Le Veta, Colo.,
in Roy Thursday shopping
were
the
over
placed
arches
the past year returned home of fine
local merchants. We
our
with
gateways to the Roy Cemetery
last Friday. Miss. Irene will
informed that Tony
been
have
tne week. Mr. L.
teach school at? Independence the first of
on the Demoa
candidate
will
be
very
a
did
Cope did the work and
subthis winter
sheriff,
ticket
for
cratic
credible job not only in making
Democratic
to
the
ject
the arches but lettering them.
A letter from John Whiting
who is visiting friends in
Chauncey Depew who lias been
Ark., to friends here in the U. S. Army and stationed
A. I. Burleson, Webb Kidd
tells them John is enjoying at Ft. Bliss for the past few and W. H. McCarger made a
life in Arkansas but as yet has years returned home last week ,trip to Dalhart. Texas one day
failed to become a benedict.
with an honorable discharge in last week, staking with them
his pocket. Chauncey will rest Mr. A. A. Kidd who has been
W. R. Brashears and Earl up a few days and then will as- in poor health the past few
McMinimy are enjoying a weeks sist his father in putting out a weeks to a hospital there for
vacation. .They ' left Tuesday large crop of corn, beans and for- treatment.
At this writing, it
afternoon for western Mora Co. age and will himself become a ?s reported that Mr. Kidd is
where they will fish and hunt bonifide farmer,
doing nicely, and we hope that
r.
and enjoy a needed rest.
he will soon be out and around"
FROM THE MORA IPATRIOT again, ..
A letter from Dr. Plumlee to
the S. A. tells us that he is imRay B. Corr, of Roy. Mgr
INTERESTING MEETING
proving nicely and at present is for the. Woods Construction Co. v
HELD
taking
work at on the I new school building at
A meeting was called by the
one of the largest medical col- - Nolan ytes in Mora Friday to Mayor last Monday eight at the
leges in St. Louis. He will re- - receive nthe first installment of community hall for the purpose
turn home next week and will be $4,4()0 on the job which is well fo discussing road matters and"
accompanied by his son Cravens started.:
making nrfirtaratorv arrange
who is attending medical, school
He was accompánied by Mrs. ments for the highway convenat that place.
Drf T. ;F. Self and Mr. and tion to be held in Roy some time
Mrs. Stafford, of Roy who came in September,
T
Some hail storm Tuesday eve- 'along just for the tnp.T'
Mayor Gibbs waá elected chair'
ning which yip's' followed bv a
The members of the county man, and C. J. Hester Secregood rain, at least the S. A. Board of Education selected the tary . On account of the weathI orce is aware of the fact that site Tuesday, for the new school er conditions, the audience was
it rained somé. bv the looks of houses át El Alto and Chupa- small', so it was decided by those
the inside of the olant. Karl dera where new buildings will present that the meeting be
had to use a broom to float on, be erected this summer.
called off until a later date, and"
to ""t to the back end of the
No, that rain has't arrived the time is to be set by the chair
building, and Bagley, the oner- -' yet but "Thundering" good pros mail 'when defínate' arrangeator, just did get to his machine pects for it daily.- - Will start ments, will be made to take a
when another cloud bursted. It, with the fishing season maybe. hand" in this coming convention,
was necessary for them to swim
Roy Day and Rual Wade are and we urge that everyone on
from the back end to the office,
down Canoncito, wait- this mesa should be present at
so that they could
thpir ing the arrival of the fishing sea the next meeting. The date will
dinner.yes, it was some rain. son and a party of friends from be announced
in the columns of
but let'er come.
Roy.
,
the
i

Roy-Log-

an

-

Apricots, per gallon

post-gradua-

J '.

Apples, per gallon

?

;

te

'

j

"j!.!

j

93

'

-

'

'

-

:

1

Green Gage Plums, per gallon

pr gallon

:

'iu

Blackberries, Per gaUon

Pears,

e,

j

GALLON SOLID PACKED1 FRUIT

.

j:r,.8?:
.75

i

;

.It'

'
,

.L'75

'

Pineapple, per gallon

í
A

' '

.80

I

COFFEE

COFFEE

COFFEE

!

At These Prices You Would Not Think Coffee Is Advancing
$ .40
Ben Hur, per pound
'
'
50
hill Bros., per pound
:
,
.35
pound
per
Wedding Breakist,
'
$1.00
Wedding Breakfast for Saturday only, 31b for

bars for
,,
bars for
P & G.Naptha, 4 bars for
These Soaps are all standard and full size bars

Luna Soap

Bob White,

6
5

Caz-ri- ng

t

Spanish-America-

SOAP SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY

Tí M

25

25
25

n.

ai

The First Two Weeks

Crystal White Onions 2 lbs. for 25c

is the most important time of a baby chicks life. During
this. period you must guard against disease, mites and etc.,
and the most important of all, start them with the proper
feed.
We wish to call your attention to our complete line of
chick foods, especially prepared for the young and growing
chicken.
PRATTS BUTTER MILK CHICK FOOD is a
scientific ration prepared from selected grains and seeds
and is partially
Guard against the deadly
DIARRHEA) by using Pratts WHITE
DIARRHEA tablets in the drinking water- at least once a
week.

New potatoes still high

Good old potatoes $2.50 per 100 lbs.

pre-digest-

teiSTO?

Vegetables and berries twice a week.

ing,

P'ffW

li 1

tk W

-

Remember we carry a complete line of Dr. LeGears
and Pratts remedies, diarrehea tablets, louse and mite powder in fact everything to make your poultry raising a pleasure and a success.

We have the goods and give the service.

K

Ask for one of our booklets on Stock and Poulty raisit contains many useful suggestions and instructions.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
'
3

;

-

.

NLY

if you

Mosquand Sat-

Mr. and Mrs. "Albert Burleson from Kephart, have been

Harry

Fay-ettvill-

5

Egg Noodles and Soup Pastes

at

,

.

SPECIALS

trip to

.

.

SATURDAY ONLY

-

George Reherd of Mills was
Roy on business Tuesday
IB in
and attended the American LeLopez gion Decoration Day services. ,

nun !ll!!i!i:i!l!ll!!liSli!iIl!!ll!l!!í!IillllIil!!!iI!i!!!l!!SSii!!i!!!!0
Deputy County Clerk
Anonst. Fnrseman was UTJ from
Tues
was
last
ud from the county seat last
his ranch near Solano
Thursday on business.
day.
1

nilun-

XKT

The Roy Drug Store
:

M

l). GIBBS,IProp.

The

Spanish-America-

THE

CLASS AFIED AD. RAI ES

.

;

We have a fine'" unimproved
acres only 212 miles from
Roy which we can sell within the
next few days at $4000.00. This
is a fine little dairy farm and pra
etically all of the land be plowed.
$1500.00 down and the balance
on long time at
takes this
place. Write or see
Schultz & Johnson, Roy N. d. FT

320

8"

FOUND
nedium on the mesa. THE SPA.
ÍISH AMERICAN has more pa-up subscribers in Harding
County than all other country
papers combined. A small want
ad will bring results.

.

d

If you are looking , for some
good milk stock, attend the V.
E. Bixbjr sale Wednesday June
14th, at 1 P. M., and buy at
your own price.
-

rr;:Sv.-.-

"

SPANISH-AMERICA-

z

Published By

N

Frank L. Schultz, Editor.

Using U. S. As
A Model

PRINTING. COMPANY
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Edito;

Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.

Entered as

matter at the post office in Roy, N.
Registered August 27, 1912. ....

s

second-clas-

"SELL IT WITH INK"

MISCELLANEOUS

''

THE

ERIC AN

SPANISH-A- M
'

Classified advertising is 5 a line, minimum charge for
each insertion 25 , except that six consecutive insertions
will be given for $1.25. All classified advertising CASH
IN ADVANCE. NO CHARGE orders accepted as no
books are kept on this class of advertising.

Saturday, June 3, 1822.

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,

n,

M.

Mosquero, the County Seat
It has been reported to us
FOR RENT OR SALE-T- he
first will have a Picture show which that there are a few fans in Roy
house north of Dr. Gibbs' place. will open to the public on June that do not like the idea of payRent $15 per month and can be 7th, by Walter M. McFarland ing admission at the ball grounds
pail to the National Bank of Roy of that place. He intends to and instead of keeping away
Price right for cash or terms exhibit the very best, and as- from the premises entirely, they
in reason.
sures the public of satisfaction. sneak m, to avoid paying that
Mr McFarland intends to show little sum of 25 cents. These
FOR SALE 3 or 4 head of Al every Wednesday and Saturday parties do not realize that we
milk cows, two with calves at and your patronage will be ap- have one of the b,est teams on
the mesa, and it takes money to
.
side, others to be fresh soon. All preciated.
run a club that is successful,
are of a good milk strain and are
Al milkers; will sell for $50.00 DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS WELL furthermore, if the Roy baso
ATTENDED
bail ciub traveled to outside
each if taken soon. I also have
towns, each Sunday, they would
3 head of fine yearling colts
that I will sell at $15.00 each. The Democratic Caucus which
Come and look at them. Write was called by County Chairman it would not benefit the town
or see Fred Pate, Route "A" McCarger for last Saturday any, and also deprive our local
evening was well attended and fans of some picas.ire.
Mills, N. M.
Mr cheap fan, did you ever
eleven precincts were represent
ed at the caucus, fatate chair- stop to Itiiñk that our base ball
FOR SALE At a bargain, man Hunkr of East Las Vegas club is one of our greatest ad
section of good tilible land with- was present and made a fine vertising assets, and to uphold
in 6 miles of town, with good address also gave some impor- same, we must support it, but we
improvements. If you are look tant pointers to the leaders of cannot do so, if we all try to
ing for a real buy, it will pay the nartv in Hardine County. A sneak in the grounds to avoid
you to look into this proposition. strong County Central Commit paying that little sum of 25
tee was elected composed of 11 cents.
Inquire at the S A.
members who will determine the
date of the Countv Convention
Quite anumber of prominent
WANTED 1000 old tires to and handle their important mat democrats from Mosquero at
vulcanize, at once, ''
ters concerning the party m the tended the caucus in Roy last
J. E. Busey Company. county. It was decided to hold Satuday afternoon and evening
the convention for the nominat
.ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR RENT four room house ion of county officers immmedconRepublican
iately
the
after
within a mile of Roy, will rent
A number of talks
vention.
I hereby announce myself a
cheap, see Floyd Ivey.
were made by prominent Demo candidate for Sheriff, subject to
crats of the county and all felt the action of the Democratic
sure
this was a democratic Convention of Harding County
.:
..;:r: .i:r.;.:::.;::::.i year that
for Harding county. An- If nominated and elected I promother meeting will be called by ise to conduct the office strictly
the chairman within a short on a business basis with economy
of County Government as my
time.
chief aim.

The high regard European countries,
hold for the Federal Reserve System
is shown by the fact that a World T
Banking System" has been suggested
along the Unes of our Federal Re-

,

serve.

Combining, as this bank does, the ad- - -vantages of both the national, bank-.- ..

ing and the Federal Reserve System,
we are in a position to render except
tional service to our patrons.
1

FIRST NATIONAL BAH?
ROY, NEW MEXICO

:..

anted

Henry W. Farmer.

TAXES IN

NEW MEXICO
On March 31, 1922, according
to figures taken from reports of
county treasurers filed with the
State Tax Commission, there
were still outstanding and uncollected taxes for various years
as follows iCatron. Hidalsro and
Torrance counties not included:)
,1912
yr!v:.$ 118.745.46
187,967)68 ;
'i
.1913
1914
r 191,377.49
300,343.60
.1915
198,917.18
191 fi
358,883.23
1J17400,303.89
1918
554,236.17
1919
1,280,189.32
1920
1921 first half 1,000,000.00

ATTENTION FARMERS

;

MONEY

.

;

-

,

4,590,964.02

Total

June 1st, next the second
half of 1921 taxes will fall due,
and in all probability another
$1,000,000 will be added to this
big total of uncollected taxes in
New Mexieo. 01 the 1921 taxes
approximately 40 per cent had
On

11 Te have just closed several
thousand dollars worth of
e
loans the past few
weeks and still have

real-estat-

$75,000.00
To loan between now and July.
We will have

iJm

,

DELINQUENT

1

:

another inspec-

tion in the next few weeks.

REMEMBER

Our rates are nine percent,
easy terms of payment, and. we
have the money- - no waiting.

No Delays
Make your application at once

BOYS to pick up nails on

"Córnbelt

the streets. For particulars7
inquire of- -

SireS weighing 1000 lbs and
up.
I can furnish , you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can
afford..
Get in the thorobred gar
menow for a few dollars
while prices are at rock bot- torn, and make yourself in- dependent in a few years.
You need better dairy cat- tie and hogs, and more of

'?:

.

.

Leo M. Wagner,
Address me at;
Gilbertsville, Iowa.

R. S. Wood Motor Co.

.

THE STANDARD DAIRY

We have them
Wind-mill- s

Deep well pumps

20-27- -4

ties.
County
Bernalillo
Luna

Grant
Colfax
San Miguel
ChChaves
McKinley
Lincoln
Roosevelt
Sandoval

Sierra
Curry
Otera

;

Mora
San Juan

Santa Fe
De Baca

tea

Valencia
Quay
Eddy
Rio

Arriba

Hardfsg
Don Ana

Roy New Mexico

,

thorobred stock
positively out of the best
hérdk in the U.S.A. IDuroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
.

been collected on March 30, 1922.
MILK.
MILK, MILK,
ties. 'The table does not show
all kinds
of
Dairy
products
collections for Catron, Hidalgo
milk delivered
wholesome
fresh
and Torrance counties as these
twice daily both morning and
counties have failed to send in evening. 12 quarts for $1.00
reports.
Leave orders with the delivery
The total charged, the amount boy
either morning or evening.
collected, and the per cent colKennard & Sons.
H.
counlected are shown below by

Taos.

SCHULTZ & JOHNSON

-

t-

"

Socorro
Union
Guadalupe

.

r.

Total Levied
$ 920,994.46
294,982.44
452,688.00
847,504.00
555,200.24
671,196.68
318,412.11
255,245.12
268,696.19
116,083.60
141,746.10
458,996.76
300,513,25
222,857.24
163,642.75
379,263.38
177,106.11
202,256.61
341,403.43
459,495.39
850,217.85
206,916.60
158,552.50
203,224.85
595,793.84
432,520.60
533,057.85
259,277.85

.

t

Collected
447,752.71
142,827.59
216,813.08
381,672.11
245,464.52
293,131.49
136,766.61
107,273.46
112,191.18
47,641.84
58,064.62
186,525.87
121,233.28
89,427.73
64,531.48
147,480.55
68,763.22
78,486.42
132,077.99
172,459.81
125,296.89
72,045.80
50,878.77
61,061.88
175,158.51
86,741.68
97,975.31
74,205.27

Well pipe and cy linders of all
sizes, well casing of all sizes

Per cent Collected
48.61
48.41
47.89
45.03

'

-

or made to order
Safety Flues, any size
Galvanized barrels and tanks

44.21

43.67
42.95
42.02
41.75
41.04
40.97
40.63
40.34
40.13
9.43
38.88
38.82
38.81
38.68
37.53
35.78
34.83
32.09
30.05
29.39
20.05

'18.38
18.21

:'

38.57
$ 10.287.845.71 .$ 3,966,951.67
Total
Catron, Hidalgo and Torrance counties, which have not reported
have taxes levied respectively of $146,020.20, $171,620.33 and
$353, 285.57.
It is probable that, when the amounts collected in
these counties are known, the per cent of taxes collected will show
a small increase. In the other states, as a whole, less than 40
was collected up to March 81,1922. This would indicate an 80
.;.
collection for the year.
,

a re
Hardw
Tinware
Garden hose and pipe supply

Roy Tin Shop
P. T GIBSON, Prop.

State Chairman, George Hunkerof the Democratic party was
a business visitor in Roy;last
Saturday and Sunday. Mr. Hunker attended the Democratic
Caucus while here and also attended tó business matters. Mr.
Hunker is vice president of the
'
Bañkof Roy.1
; ...
;

'

-

,;

Quite 'a number of Roy peo- are srifíndine1 the' week in the
mountains and we'll bet if it
is, raining up there like it is on
the mesa, they are sure enjoy-

r)le

ing themselves.
Luis Baca, a member of the'
County Board of Education was
in Roy on business last Saturday
and .', attended the Democratic
' ' '
Caucus.
"

,

...

o

The

"HP
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at public auction, to the highest
NOTICE FOR BIDS
W. C. Wickham a irominent BREAKFAST AND ITS RE
and best bidder, on Monday the
TO
HEALTH
LATION
farmer of the Bradley vicinity,
day of June, A. D, 1922,at
What are good habits? They
was a Rov visitor last Friday at
Notice is hereby given that 12th described lands, with all the
said
ngm
are: the eating ot the
tending to business.
sealed bids wiB be received by
appurtenkinds of food; the eating of the the Board of Education of Roy rights, members and
belong
anywise
in
thereto
ances
Professor M. C. Hendricks at right amount of food; the eat- Independent School District No.
w
ing,
time
tended the exercises at Springer ing of this food at the right
3, Roy, Harding County, New
Witness my hand this 18th
Mexico, up to 8 o'ciock r. m.
last Friday, returning home af- and in the proper manner.
of May. A D. 1922.
day
Use Plenty of Milk, Vegetables, Monday, June 5th, 1922, for
ter the ball game Sunday
National Bank, of Roy.
We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
First
sure
and Cereals and Make
truck drivers of the six scnooi
County Records.
L. Justice, Cashier.
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guide?
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superintendent of the El Paso
furnish their own trucks,
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Southwestern, was a pleasant There are very few wise and in ma anA nil e1.p. and said bid Francis Smith and wife of Mos
business.
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caller at this office the latter telligent appetites . Taste is too must state specificaly which quero attended the base ball
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depraved to trust as a guide. route bid is for and what kind oi game at Roy Decoration Day.
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Physician and Surgeon
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How can one be Sure of Secur- - years of age and the successful
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New Mexico.
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the
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Three Fríendtf
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representing the Ford Motor Co.. used in place of butter, provided 3, Roy, New Mexico.
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YOUR

agonizing twinges, that dull
throbbing backache, may be warning
of serious kidney weakness.
.Serious
if neglected, for it might easily lead to
Gravel, Dropsy or Bright' disease. If
you are suffering with a bad back look
for other proof of kidney trouble. If
there are dizzy spells, headaches, a
tired feeling and disordered kidney
action, get after the cause. Help your
weakened kidneys with Doan'l Kidney
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for repntr. Our price are renonnbU.
we examine eye at no
m.
icnarpe.
Free
vrvrm EYES."L
FORD OPTICAL CO.
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Postage prepaid to any point. EASTEItPÍ
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Front, 1533 Chirapa St. Denver, Colo.
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ARMY AND NAVY GOODS Everything; In clothing;, ahoea, boota, har-

neas, eaddlea. bridle, blanket and
camping equipment. Anderaon Ilroi.
163S Arapahoe St Denver Pueblo.
Colorado and Cheyenne, Wyomlnf

If It

P1PK. IMPR. PIPH,
la pipe you are looking

have any size, any kind.
Haven Broa.. 1622 Wa

for, we

Bt., Denver.

YOUR NAME
IS IT ON OUR
SUBSCRIPTION
LIST?

We will guarantee
you full value

FOR YOUR MONEY
INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT

ConHiiercíiíl'lií
information gladly furnished without
ost. Address any firm above.
Five Killed by 8ewr Gas.
Milwaukee, Wis. Five men were
killed and six others seriously Injured
when they were trapped in a gas
"pocket" In a sewer here. A laborer
first went down into the sewer, which
Is ninety feet below the street level,
He did not return, A second laborer
went down to Investigate. He did not
return. The fire department was then
called. Three firemen descended Into
the sewer, but failed to come up.
Bill to Increase Reserve Board Passed
Washington.
Agricultural members
of Congress have won their fight for
the enlargement f't the membership of

the Federal Reserve Board to make
possible the appointment of a "dirt
farmer." The House has passed the
bill providing for six Instead of five
appointive members of the board. The"
bill was approved in substantially the
same form in which It was passed by
the Senate several months ago. It
now goes to conference.

Eight Indicted for Murder in Chicago,
Chicago. Indictments charging mur
der were returned by the state grand
jury against Big Tim Murphy, Fred
(Con)
(rTrenchy) Mader, Cornelius
Shea known as the Big Tljree In the
recent labor reign of terror In Chi'
cago and five others, one a woman.
The eight were indicted for the mur
der of Acting Lieut. Terrence Lyons,
one of two policemen killed in the
most recent bombing outrage. All of
them were ordered held without ball.
Denver. A drive to recruit twenty-on- e
members for the squadron headquarters troops of the Colorado National Guard cavalry, and twenty-sevemembers
for Troop B has been
n

launched.
Allied Forces In 8ilesia to Be Recalled

Paris.

The allied military

occupa-

tion of Upper Silesia Is likely to come
to an end by the last of July, according to the report of the allied commission for the district, which is being
considered- by the council of ambassadors here.
Fourteen thousand men of the allied
forces ares till In Upper Silesia. Of
these 11,000 are French.
The Germans and the Poles through
the League of Nations recently
reached an agreement covering the
-

;

Commissioner

Abolishes Two Jobs.
Washington. Revenue Commissioner Blair adolished two Jobs in the internal revenue bureau held by appoint-

ment of Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury Dover. The officials affected were C. C. HUds, supervisor of
collectors, and A. D. Suraners, deputy
commissioner of accounts. Blair's action was taken with the approval of
Secretary Mellon. Assistant Secretary
Dover recently precipitated a row with
Blair over revenue bureau personnel.
Investigate Offer to 8ell Autos.
Atlanta, Ga.- Investigation of an alleged attempt to sell rural mail carriers several thousand government automobiles

at

was troubled constantly by backache. I had sharp
palna between my
shoulder blades and
through my limbs.
I was worn out
and mornings I
had a steady aching in the small of
my back. My kid
neys acted Irregu
larly. Doan's Kidney Fills relieved me
and they keep me In good health."
Get Doan'l at Any Store, 60c Bos

$100

each

$50

'

down,

was begun here by postoffice inspectors. Letters offering to sell the
chines, . it was said, were signed
"James D. Bailey," and said the
writer was a member of " Congress
serving on the House committee on
postoffices and post roads. Recipients
were cautioned not to divulge their
contents.

New Mexico
- and Arizona
(Western Newspspw Union News

T4JCi

Bsrrlai.)

Arizona Democrats at their state
conference at Tucson endorsed Charles
B. Ward, Phoenix attorney, as their
candidate for governor.
The town council of Mountalnair, N.
M., at a recent meeting decided
to

on

LLOYD

GEORGE

DECLARES

Your Sícín is So Fragrant
tnd Smooth

LLt

FOR lOD.GESTIOiJ
6

water
Sure

ELL"AE3S
and

'
June 16.
The stockholders of the Bank of
75 Package Everywhere
25$
Bowie are Justly proud of the bank
statement recently published with
call of the state superintendent of
In
banks. This statement shows no rediscounts and no bills payable, while
the cash reserve of over $20,000 and
United States government bonds to the
amount of over $21,000 constitute a
What can be more disagreeable than a reserve of over 40 per cent of the
home infested with pests? Destroy them amount of the deposits.
with Stearns' Electric Pasta, the standard
Miss Elsie Toles, state superintend-sn- t
exterminator for more than 43 yean.
of public Instruction, announced
Kill rats, mice, cockroaches, waterbugs
apportionment
the
of the state school
or ants in a single night. Does not blow
fund to the several counties of Ariaway like powders: ready for use: better
than traps. Directions in 15 languages irr zona as follows : Apache $17,564.65 ;

the Cellar,
filice in the Pantry.
Rats

Cockroaches

the Kitchen

Each cake of Cashmere Bouquet Soap
holds the perfume of a thousand fragrant petals. For three generations, lovely
women have enjoyed its purity.
A sensible recipe for lovely pomplexion
is rain water and this pure soap.

CON.

FERENCE

ACCOMPLISHED
GREAT THINGS.

PREMIER

IS CRITICIZED

COLGATE'S

Cashmere Bouquet Soap

grant a franchise for the installing of LEADER WARNS AGAINST
a new water and light plant for the
AGREEMENT

Sure Relief

in

FIGHT

GENOA POLICY

city.
A bullet wound In the neck and the
ikull crushed, the body of Juan A. Cor
dova of Canyon, N. M., was found by a
searching party recently In the moun
tains near Canyon,
The New Mexico Hereford Breed
KIDMEY
A
ers' Association, which has been encouraging the breeding of better beef
FOSTER M1LBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
cattle, held Its second annual exhibit
and sale in Las Vegas, May 23 and 24.
OBJECT LESSON FOR YOUTH
Oscar Schultz, an escaped convict
from the Arizona state penitentiary at
Old Gentleman Couldn't See Why the Florence, was shot and killed by memYoungster Considered Ha
bers of a sheriff's posse. Schultz had
"Had No Chance." held up a bank in Cooley, Ariz., and
escaped with $277.
Wealth Is variously estimated In
The United Verde mine and smelter
different parts of the country.
at Jerome, Ariz., are to be reopened as
Jlramie Glower had grown to man
soon as the necessary preliminaries
hood in one of the most Inaccessible can be
attended to, crews assembled
little country villages Imaginable.
and other details of resumption got
Wearying at last at the monotony out
of the way.
of his life, he grew eager to leave the
Manuel
Martinez, one of seven banfields and lanes of his childhood.
dits
who
crossed
the Mexican border
man
was
quiet
old
a
of
His father
much local renown and stoutly op- last August, raided the Ruby, Ariz.,
posed to his son's desire to go to the postoffice and killed Postmaster and
Mrs. Frank Pearson, was found guilty
great and wicked cities.
''But what chance has a young fel of murder In the first degree and his
low got to get on In a little place like punishment was fixed at death by a
this, I'd like to knowr gloomily de Superior Court Jury in Nogales.
manded Jimmle.
With four persons dead, three unac
"What chance?" ejaculated his fa- counted for and several others seri
ther. "Why, Just look at me, my son, ously burned, the fire in El Pajo silWhen I first came here I didn't have ver mine at Rosarlo, Sonora, has been
nothing, not nothing I And just look extinguished,
according to advices
at me now I have got nine dogs!". reaching Tucson. The conflagration
was the result of a gasoline explosion
It is as easy to say a fire was of and shaft timbering was badly dam
Incendiary origin as to find out where aged.
you caught cold.
Permanent organization of the Mid
dle Rio Grande Reclamation AssoclaMight put your feet on your desk
tlon was completed at a meeting at
occasionally in order to prove which
the Chamber of Commerce at Albu
is master.
querque, with a large number, of Its
200 members present The organizatlon includes members from the entire
middle valley from Rock cafion to
San Miguel.
Mrs. Alice Katonka pleaded guilty
co second degree murder In the District Court at Aztec, N. M., for the
slaying of William Kelley and Sam
Gray, taxi drivers, on the highway
BCLLANS
near Shlprock, last fall. Her reputed
husband, Steve Katonka, was found
Hot
Relief guilty of first degree murder and sentenced to be hanged at Aztec, Friday,
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From All Over

Pills. Doan'l have helped thousands
and should help you. Ak your neigh-bor- l

1020 Sixteenth

SPANISH-AMERICA-

RUS80-GERMA-

Large size '. 25c
Medium size, 10c

IN

COMMONS DEBATE.

Luxurious
Laitiniz

(Western Newspaper Unloa

News

Refined

Unlet.)

London. Once again Lloyd George
appeared in the House of Commons to
render as premier, an account of his
stewardship at Genoa, and once again
after a precise and carefully worded
statement and an eloquent rebuttal of
criticism directed against him, he won
the support of the House in what is
considered the equivalent of another
vote of confidence.
The House by a majority of 235 to
26 rejected an amendment moved by
Rupert Gwynne, Unionist, to the motion on winch the debate was based as
a means of expressing the dissatisfac
tion of the House with the premier's
exposition.
Mr. Gwynne had been
most vehement In his denunciations of
the government, asserting that the premier had spoken only of what might
have happened at Genoa, not ' what
really did happen there.
For an hour and a half the premier
gave a calm exposition of the confer
ence proceedings, to which the veter
an, Herbert H. Asquith; the labor leader, John Robert Clyne, and Lord Rob
ert Cecil replied, criticizing the six
weeks' session at Genoa as having ac
complished little or nothing toward the
rehabilitation of Europe.
The debate which followed the
speech brought many allusions
to the relations between England and
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Versatility of Etching.
The needle Is the crayon; the acid
adds color. The needle ts something
all the more eloquent because Its
means of expression are confined within more restricted limits. It is familiar
and lively in the sketch, which by a
very little must say a great deal; the
sketch Is the spontaneous letter. It all
but reaches the highest expressions
when It Is called In to translate a
grand spectacle, or one or those fugitive effects ' of light which nature
seems to produce but sparingly, so as
to leave to art the merit of fixing
them. Máxime Lalanne, in "A Treatise of Etching."
.
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NAME "BAYER"

pre-mler- 's

France, which are exciting greater
contentious feelings between the dif
ferent sections of the House than even
the policy toward Russia. Mr. Lloyd
George displayed great impatience
with those critics who advocated' go
ing along without France as he exclaimed:
"You cannot settle the reparations
question unless you carry the Judg
ment of France along with you, and
you cannot do that by flouting the
Versailles treaty and trying to Ignore
France." 1 Mr, Asquith, who spoke after the
premier's recital of the Genoa events,
thought Mr. Lloyd George had pro
vided the Bolshevists with high authority for the principle that a basis
for conservative society in Russia
might be found In the adoption of a
policy of confiscation.
He contended
that the Genoa conference had resulted
in nothing of Importance except the
truce pact, but the real fact was that
a more solemn and enduring pact had
already been entered Into by all those
nations except Germany and Russia In
l;he covenant of the League of Nations.
Although peace had been established
.'In Europe, It was quite clear, said Mr.
Lloyd George, that the war atmosphere,
to a certain extent, remained.

Ball Fractures Skull of Player.
Philadelphia.
Wilbur Hubbell,
every box. Money back it it tails.
Cochise, $117,009.60; Coconino,
pitcher, was severely Injured in a game
; Gila, $63,019.20 ; Graham,
2 oz. size 35c 15 oz. size $1.50.
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Take Tablets Without Fear, If You
See the Safety "Bayer
Cross."
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Ted, who dared caricature teachei
on slate, became a nationally famed

artist.
Jim, who used to get up raids on
fruit stands and orchards, became a
party leader.
wherei
Herb, who made ' sling-showith to annoy little girls and unsu
pectlng passersby, became a great In
g

'

ts

ventor.
Ben, who repeatedly played hookey,
became a distinguished globe trottei
and explorer.
Fred, who took It upon himself U
settle all disputes as to the ownershlj
of personal property by appropriating
it himself, became a very successful
lawyer. ,
Bill, who always' made use of a pail
of fists to convert others to his ows
viewpoints, became a prominent revli
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""We win" does "ten times as much
as "you shall."

Goodyear has taken two methods to
achieve that result.
One has been to raise the quality of Goodyear Tires.
The other, to lower Goodyear prices.
Goodyear has succeeded in both to your great
advantage.
Goodyear Tires are better today than ever larger,
heavier and stronger. Many users tell us they are
getting double the mileage from them they got
from Goodyears ten years ago.
Goodyear prices are lower today than ever. On the
average they have decreased more than 60 from
the prices of 1910.
Look

at the

figures listed below.

Think of the fine performance of the Goodyears you
have known, and remember that Goodyear Tires
are giving even better performance now.
You can get these tires at your Goodyear Service
Station Dealer's. See him today.

......$10.95
...$14.75
. $18.00

30 x3j
Tread Cord

NO DYE I

HILLS HONEY

critic.

The entire Goodvear effort nf tnnrtv
years has been toward one result
the tire buyer's advantage. .

Made
to Use
Colon Silk, Wool
and Cation
"II

at tho Sam Time

32i3X

TreadCord

32x4

TreadCord

33x4

TreadCord
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Shaving Soap
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Bud, who was given to reading dims
novels, became an esteemed book
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One Might Almost Have Bet on the
Careers of That Crowd of
.
"Bad" Boys.

Highest QualityLowest Prices

five-yea-
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"Cutter's"

HOW THEY ALL TURNED OUT

s
If yon want the true,
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians for
over twenty-on- e
years, you must ask
for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The "Bayer Cross" is stamped on
each tablet and appears on each pack valist.
in.
Alf, who delighted In "nose-lng- "
age for your protection against Imitato
and breaking up smaller youngsters'
tions. Advertisement
games, became a professional re
Knickerbockers.
former. Judge.

$15,-488.-

Cuticura Soap

al

for

Wtiitii

$25.50

$3240
$3340
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Putnam Fadeless Dyes Package

.More
Any
Dyer
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M;u Lily White wiD please stand up!"
But Phoebe upward wriggled:
Tm Ltfy White with Faultless SUrcL
And all the Pupils giggled
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Roy. Harding County, NVw Mexico, Saturday, June 3, 1922:
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time in the history of this nation when a woman was not
given the credit of keeping up
her end of a quarrel, but such
dishonor seems doomed to fall
upon our unworthy head.

MILLS AND VICINITY

Another hail storm visited this
section of the country Tuesday
aftenoon, accompanied by a big
rain. Garden stuff and all
spring crops which were fortunate enough to be through the
ground are damaged. ;
Miss Maie Cochrane who has
been attending school' at Las
.Vegas arrived home Sunday.
Miss Ruth Toalson closed a
very successful term of school at
the Mestenito last Friday with a
program by the pupils Thusday
evening. The pupils are nearly
all small but it was one of the
best program which we have
ever attended. Miss Toalson
left Saturday for her home at
Aldrich, Missouri.
M. C. .Speaks arrived Sunday
from Stanley, N. M., where he
has been building a residence on
his homestead . He reports that
the ground is too hard and dry
there for farming of any kind.
Little Ida Glen Martin has
been on the sick list the past
week.
J. E. Atwood and D. Coburn
of Kephart were business visitors in Mills Saturday.
W. A. Davenport is hauling
Ihe remainder of his wheat to
market this week.
Mrs. Winzel Swain came up
from Roy Wednesday to take
care of her mother, Mrs. T. E.
Siler, who was hurt in a fall last
week, but found her mother so
much improved that she returned home the next day.
The Ladies Aid met in an all
day session with Mrs. E. G.
Parks last Wednesday and done
some sewing for Mrs. V. E.
Bixby who is preparing to leave
here soon for New York.
O. C. Till received a nainful
and maybe serious injury one
day last week when a horse he
was trying to saddle and break
to ride kicked him in the chest.
Almost everybody from Mills
went fishing or to the canyons
Decoration Day and all give
about the same '; report, saying
it rained in the afternoon.
Mr. H. B. Alberson and family went camping Monday night
on the canyon and stayed urti'
the rain came up Tuesday, and
then some, when it commenced
to hail his team was like the
Irishmans horse when they came
to the foot of the hill they was

Spanish-America-

ABBOTT NEWS

'

Mrs. A. J. Augur was transacting business in Mills last
Monday.
Salan Newton was trading with
Wilsons store Saturday.
Mrs. C. L. Wood- and son
were in Mills Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray J. Batcha,
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Atkins
and Mrs. C. L. Wood made a
-

flying trip to Springer Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Caves and son
were guests at the Robertson
home Sunday.
Mrs. Clyde McColpin and Mrs.
John Hepburn were in Springer

Quite a number from Mills
and Solano attended Decoration
Day services in Roy Tuesday.

la the Justice Court,

Before

the Hon. F. H. Foster, J. P.
Pet., No.. 3, Harding County, New Mexico.
)
State of New Mexico

vs
American State Bank,
Harrisburg, Texas,
1st National Bank,
Roy, New Mexico.
.1
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OSCAR KIDD Prop.

three acts given
by the Harding County High
School Students' on Thursday
June 8th at the community hall,
should be a scream. The char- -'
actors have been busy the past
two weeks rehearsing their parts
which it pomises us that it will
be a success.
The following are characters
that are taking part in the play:

The admission will be reasonable, and you are requested
to be present. Come and enjoy yourself.

truly an art
Our workmen are real

We wish to announce that we have
purchased the stock of groceries
of the R. P. Shaya Co., and have
added á complete line of

Dry Goods

and Notions
We will also have a new stock o?
shoes within the next few days.
We are in ths market for all kind
of produce.
Make our store your headquarters
when in town

Lujans & Branch
ROY NEW MEXICO
"The store that giyes you a lull dollars
goods for a dollar."

worth

Is

-

mechanics who have
gone thru the school of
experience.

YES SIR AND YES MA'AM

Its a Metro Classic that you
are going to see on Saturday and
Sunday evenings at the Roy
Theatre . A real 1922 picture,
the best that money can get and
by the way they have a cracker-jac- k

SERVICEGARAGE

"

RAYMOND PENDETON, MGR.

one reel Harold L'oyd comedy too for each evening .
and 4; show starts at 8 o'clock.
Admission 15 and 25 cents.
-

,

Willcox in

iach.
;

tw

fames S. Christman
Driller and Contractor

-

j

Deep, Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts

f ñ'f

ROY. NEW MEXICO- -

1XUIJ-hog- s

RE-OPENIN-

G

June 1st.
Baum Bros. Tin
Shop with a full
line of deep well

ANNOUNCEMENT

ROY, N. M.

EFFECIENT AUTO
REPAIRING

No man is stronger than his
forms us that a neighbor of his
Tanlac will make your
has just lost a large number 0f
stronstomach
Fairview
hogs from eating cockle burrs
amuw,y.
sprouted,
that were just
it
"
seems as if the hogs ate the
yur
Detter
Vs
sprouted burrs and the hull lod- L
ged in their throats, causing an iIluuse
fnfMi
rM,, M in fhP save a supply of good clean ram
death of the animals. It might water. Roy Tin Shop, P. T.
be well for farmers who have p1""00
running in pastures infect- Murl Johnson, Lucille Purcell, ed with cockle burrs to look in
Moe Aberhart, Joyce Laumbauch to this matter before they too '
Eva Cunnngham, Pierrie Wood- have
serious results from this
man. Reginald Gunn, Edna and nuisance.
Edith Wade, Conrad Evans, May
Woods and Virgil Plumlee.
A comedy in

.

Tin Shop,

THE CITY MEAT
MARKET

Loan U. S. Bonds, numbered
114,159 and
that unless
you appear on or before the 1st.,
day of July, A. D. 1922 and answer said Replevin action, judgement for the possession of described 4th., Liberty U. S. Bonds,
will be given Plaintiffs herein.
Dated at Roy. Harding County, New Mexico, this 11th., day
of May, A. D. 1922. .. .
J. G. Gambrel,
Constable Pet. No. 3
Harding County, New Mexico.

;

pumps, gas pipe,
cylinders, cream

separators, Motype pump
del
ing engines

Pump jacks
Well casing
Stock tanks
wind
mills
Oil stoves and
Samson roller
bearing wind
mills-oil- s
once
every 7 years.

'
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A Pleasant Reminder
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We
Always
Pay
Cash
For
Eggs

Self-oilin- g
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S. E. PAXTOil

GROCERY

COMPANY

"A Square Deal Every Day.
of

BAUM BROS.

Roy, N. M.

k;

OF

com-rr.enc-

al

AND HOME CAME TED

bed-roc-

'

The above named Defendants
are hereby notified that an action of Replevin has been
against them by the
above named Plaintiffs in the
Justice Court, Before the Hon.
F. H. Foster, Esq.. Justice of
the Peace in and for Pet. No. 3,
Harding County, New Mexico;
wherein said Plaintiffs have
caused to be replevined from
Defendants two 4th.f Liberty

C. W. Williams, manager of
the Western Union office of this
Wood.
Miss Hazel Fansnaught is vis- place left for Ordway, Colo.,
last Tuesray on a weeks vacation.
iting her aunt Mrs. McKee.
Mr. J. W. Carter has planted Miss Minnie Sholl of Denver is
hitting the keys at the office
75 acres of corn this spring.
Clyde McColpin and John during his absence.
Hepburn attended the base ball
Miss Dorothy Gibbs returned
game at Roy Tuesday.
Sunday from a weeks visit
last
Mr. and Mrs. C. Robertson
went to Cimarron Monday to with friends at Mosquero.
visit their friends.
J. A. White, a well known
Mr. and Mrs. McMinn, Mr.
and Mrs. Winch, Mr. and Mrs. Kentucky farmer, said he could
Parkes stopped - at the Abbott beat his hands shucking corn
quarry out of the rain Tuesday. after taking Tanlac. Fairview
Mr. and Mrs. Will Be vers Pharmacy.
and ' children visited Mr. and
S . E . Pelphrey of. French
Ms. C. L. Wood Tuesday af
was
in Roy - several days this
ternoon.
1
y
Mr. Geebo and nephew were week on business.. Mr.
bidding
was
Solano
on the
up from Tucumcari fishing.
Some one ' entered Mr. At- school building.
kins garage , last Sunday while
Jay Bradley of the Badley
they were away, and stole seve-neighborhood
has a well of water
things and tried to break inhardly an equal
now
has
that
to the Jiouse but did not succeed.
water is of
The
on
mesa.
the
latest,
The ,
thing now days
very
fine
quality
and there
with the Abbott people is fishbe
seems
to
an
inexhaustable
ing.
We had a nice rain at Abbott supply. Altho the well is ir.
the neighborhood of 250 feet
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. JVR. McKee deep, getting ..the, precious fluid
to the surface, will be tf no litwent to Tucumcari Monday.'
difficulty as Jay has purtle
Miss Mina Robertson visited
fine new, Dempster
' chased a
friends in Solano last week.
wind mill outfit to do. this stunt,
from Pete Gibson at. the Roy
Phel-phre-

We have
rived much

Eat wisely and
you will live well
This ad is more directly for people who are not
customers of this store. Our purpose is to direct your attention to the quality of groceries we sell ;
to
to remind you that our prices are at
convince you that by buying your foodstuff from us
you will be able to do justice to the demand that
nature makes upon your mentality and upon your
physicar self. And the only way we can convince
you is to sell you once. Will you be convinced ?

Plaintiffs,

Mrs. Batcha and Mrs. Atkins
spent Monday with Mrs. C. L.

!

Mrs. J. L. Hayes and son,
Guy and family, of Raton attended Memorial exercises in
Roy Tuesday and visited friends
and relatives in Roy for a few
days this week. Guy has grown
so stout we hardly knew him. v

)SS.
County of Harding.
)
Neis L. Benson,
Florence E. Benson,

Monday.
Mr. Chris Grube was doing
repair work on the E. P. & S.
W. houses Thursday.
Defendants.
"Be sure to go to the opening
Ray J. Batcha and Mr. B.
Replevin Action
D. Atkins were in Springer on night of Mack's Movies at Mos- NOTICE OF PENDENCY
quero, on June 7th."
business Monday.
ACTION

"thar."

certainly not dehonor from being
the S. S's. Mills correspondent .
We have been told that we were
not a booster for our own home
town or we would not do such
a thing, and other accusations
equally as bad or worse have
hummed in our ears . We could
stand all of that with a smile
very well but recently a friend
of ours asked us if we were
going to hatch up another quarrel with that Mosquero correspondent and went on to say that
he believed that our senior partner had helped us write up a
part at least of the quarrel which
we matched with that correspondent in the past. He admit
ed that he thought we held our
own, or perhaps came out the
best in the argument, and we
think so toe but we done it all
by ourselves.
That is the first

Another lt2 of rain on the
Get your tin ware, aluminum
mesa Thursday night has soaked
and all galvanized ware reware
the mesa until farming has been
days.:
í J,; paired at
halted for a few
the Roy Tin Shop.
Our work is guaranteed. P. T.
The safest and surest way Gibson, ' Prop . Next door to
back to health, strength and
First National Bank.
happiness is by the Tanlac route.
'
FaiiTiew Pharmacy.

VISITED BY HAIL AND
RAIN STORM
Roy and vicinity was visited
by a heavy hailstorm and rain
last Tuesday evening about 5
o'clock and about 2 12 inches of
moisture fell in less than an
hour. During the night another light rain fell and about three
inches fell during the afternoon
and night. The rain was practically general altho some parts
of the mesa report no rain at all
except light showers. The S.
A. came in for its share of
grief during the hail storm as
the felt roofing of the building
occupied by the S. A. was punctured in a thousand places and a
river of water flowed through
the office, the devil and
head printer Guthmann had the
pleasure of giving the office,
type and machinery a good scrub
bing the following morning. Sev
eral finished jobs. went by the
way side, and some stock ruined
these troubles are the reason we
are a day late this week.
ROY

,

